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Introduction

Anyone who doubts the potential benefits to development practitioners from evaluation should study China’s experience at economic reform. In 1978, the Communist Party’s 11th Congress broke with its ideology-based approach to policy making, in favor of a more pragmatic approach, which Deng Xiaoping famously dubbed the process of “feeling our way across the river.” At its core was the idea that public action should be based on evaluations of experiences with different policies: this is essentially what was described at the time as “the intellectual approach of seeking truth from facts” (Du Runsheng, 2006, p.2). In looking for facts, a high weight was put on demonstrable success in actual policy experiments on the ground. The evidence from local experiments in alternatives to collectivized farming was eventually instrumental in persuading even the old guard of the Party’s leadership that rural reforms could deliver higher food output. But the evidence had to be credible. A newly created research group did field work studying local experiments on the de-collectivization of farming using contracts with individual farmers. This helped to convince skeptical policy makers (many still imbued in Maoist ideology) of the merits of scaling up the local initiatives (Xiaopeng Luo, 2007). The rural reforms that were then implemented nationally helped achieve probably the most dramatic reduction in the extent of poverty the world has yet seen.

Unfortunately we still have a long way to go before we will be able to say that this story from China is typical of development policy making elsewhere. Practitioners—working in developing countries, donor countries and international agencies—search continually for operational solutions to pressing development problems. Researchers have the training and skills needed to provide the conceptual and technical tools to inform that search, and help learn from our success and failures along the way. However, practitioners rarely appreciate the full benefits from research. And, as a rule, it is the development practitioners who hold the purse strings, or have greater influence on, public spending on evaluation. The result is that too little rigorous research of relevance to development gets done. We know too little about the efficacy of development efforts and the learning process becomes too weak to reliably guide practice. The outcome is almost certainly less overall impact on poverty.

How can we assure that the potential gains from using research in development practice are realized? This requires a type of research that I will call “evaluative research,” which tries to probe deeply into the lessons from past policies, and so contribute to debates about future policies. This is research that rigorously assesses the benefits and costs of development policies and under what circumstances the benefits might be higher, or the costs lower. It is done both ex ante (before the intervention) and ex post (after it). Evaluative research goes beyond telling us whether a specific policy or program delivered its intended outcomes ex post, but aims to critically expose the conceptual and empirical foundations for policy making ex ante, as well as learning why some efforts succeeded and some failed.

I will argue that too little evaluative research on development effectiveness gets done and that the evaluations that are done currently are not as useful as they could be for
learning about development effectiveness. The production of evaluative research is riddled with problems of externalities, selection-biases in funding, myopia, publication biases and weak incentives to innovate in developing and adapting the tools needed. I shall point to a number of things that need to change if the potential for evaluative research is to be fulfilled. These include addressing the problems that lead to suboptimal investment in research, as well as things that researchers need to do to make their work more relevant to the needs of practitioners.

I. The Uneasy Relationship between Research and Practice

Academic researchers draw the bulk of their ideas from the work of other academic researchers. To be useful, evaluative research needs to draw more heavily on inputs from non-researchers actively involved in making and thinking about policy in developing countries. However, while the relationship between research and practice is important for development effectiveness, it is not a particularly easy relationship for either side. Three generic sources of tension in the relationship can be identified.

The first source of tension in the relationship concerns the role of advocacy. Practitioners often take on an advocacy role, as they strive to improve peoples’ lives. This can be in tension with the perspective of researchers who are more inclined to critically question the foundations of any policy position—to see if it really does improve peoples’ lives. Balancing advocacy and rigor can be difficult, although it is usually clear when one has gone too far in one direction. Even when research findings are properly presented (with all the caveats acknowledged), practitioners keen to demonstrate impact are sometimes tempted to highlight research findings selectively, or to engage with researchers selectively, such as when practitioners only put forward their best projects for serious evaluation. Sometimes researchers have to point out such biases, and doing so does not always make them popular with practitioners.

It must also be acknowledged that there is a danger that researchers, eager for impact, overreach in their efforts to have impact on public debates. This is not helped by the tendency of the research community to (on the one hand) encourage serious effort to assure the internal validity of a piece of research within its predetermined scope, but (on the other hand) to be quite relaxed about the claims made about implications for policy or relevance to other settings. A few researchers have also been swayed by the publicity, and even fame, that can come when high-profile advocacy is disguised as research. This can undermine the credibility of the researcher, and can also spillover to jeopardize the credibility of other researchers. The long-term interests of development are not well served by researchers turning into advocates.

A second source of tension concerns the role played by “policy rules.” It is not always practical to adapt development policies to each context. Understandably, practitioners look for “best-practice” generalizations to guide action in diverse settings with limited information. This often runs into conflict with a researcher’s perspective, which emphasizes the uncertainties and contingent factors in policy choices and points to
the importance of context to outcomes and the need for better data. (Though, as I have noted, researchers are sometimes too hasty in drawing lessons beyond the scope of their study.) In principle one might develop a complete mapping from every possible circumstance to every policy, but that is rarely feasible in reality. So the tension is inevitable between practitioners looking (often in vain) for robust rules to guide action and researchers pointing to the caveats and unknowns.

The role of advocacy and the practical need for policy rules entail that, at any one time, there is a received wisdom about development policy. Evaluative research is the main way in which such received wisdoms come to be challenged and, when needed, revised. For example, advocates of free trade have asserted that it would dramatically reduce absolute poverty in the world; research has provided a more qualified view based on evaluations of specific trade reforms (Hertel and Winters, 2006; Ravallion, 2006; Hoekman and Olarreaga, 2007).

The third reason why researchers and practitioners do not always see eye-to-eye is that they often have different time frames. Practitioners working on specific projects or policy reforms need rapid feedback. Researchers need time, both to collect the required data and analyze it. Impatient practitioners are swayed by various short-cut methods of “impact assessment” that offer quick results of doubtful or unknown veracity.

Related to this difference, researchers are sometimes drawn to “blue-sky” topics. Not every relevant question that should be addressed by researchers is currently being asked by practitioners. There are examples in which researchers have explored issues that were not being asked by practitioners at the time, but became relevant later. For example, the current recognition of the potential for land titling or “regularization” as a viable development intervention (and the basis of numerous lending operations by the World Bank since the 1990s) emerged out of research on the economic benefits of greater security of landholdings; an influential research study was Feder et al. (1988). To give another example, researchers at the World Bank had pointed to concerns about whether the deposit insurance arrangements being advocated by practitioners were appropriate in countries with poorly developed financial institutions and weak regulatory environments (Demirguc-Kunt and Detragiache, 2002). The research findings eventually influenced Bank operations. Carefully-chosen blue-sky topics, including methodological research (that I return to below), can have large pay offs; foresight is often needed to make development research relevant.

II. Why Might We Under-invest in Evaluative Research?

Rigorous evaluations tied directly to development practice are rarely easy. Practical and logistical difficulties abound in designing and implementing sound evaluations. Special-purpose data collection and close supervision are typically required. The analytic and computational demands for valid inferences can also be daunting and require specialized skills. Practitioners cannot easily assess the expected benefits. Short-cut methods promise quick results at low cost, though rarely are users well informed of
the inferential dangers.\textsuperscript{2} Information asymmetries entail that rigorous evaluations are driven out by non-rigorous ones.

Evaluative research also has some of the properties of a public good, in that the benefits spillover to other projects. Development is a learning process, in which future practitioners benefit from current research. The individual project manager will typically not take account of these external benefits when deciding how much to spend on research. The decision about whether resources should be invested in data and research on a specific project or policy is often made by (or heavily influenced by) the individual practitioners involved. Yet a significant share of the benefit accrues to others, including future practitioners. This is what economists call an “externality.” It is an important reason why research needs to be supported institutionally—supplementing the funding that is provided by the specific interventions under study.

Certain types of evaluative research are likely to be more prone to this problem. It is typically far easier to evaluate an intervention that yields all its likely impact within one year than an intervention that takes many years. It can be no surprise that credible evaluations of the longer-term impacts of (for example) infrastructure projects are rare. Similarly, we know very little about the long-term impacts of development projects that do deliver short-term gains; for example, we know much more about the short-term impacts of transfers on the current nutritional status of children in recipient families than about the possible gains in their longer-term productivity from better nutrition in childhood. So future practitioners are poorly informed about what works and what does not. There is a “myopia bias” in our knowledge, favoring development projects that yield quick results.

We probably also under-invest in evaluative research on types of interventions that tend to have diffused, wide-spread, benefits. Impacts for such interventions are often harder to identify than for cleanly assigned programs with well-defined beneficiaries, since one typically does not have the informational advantage of being able to observe non-participants (as the basis for inferring the counterfactual). It may also be harder to fund evaluations for such interventions, since they often lack a well-defined constituency of political support.

The implication is that, without strong institutional support and encouragement, there will probably be too little evaluative research and, in particular, too little research on long-term impacts of development interventions and of broader sectoral or economy-wide reforms. The fact that long-term evaluations are so rare (yet it is widely agreed that development does not happen rapidly) suggests that the available support is insufficient.

\textsuperscript{2} For example, OECD (2007) outlines an approach to “\textit{ex ante} poverty impact assessment” that claims to assess the “poverty outcomes and impacts” of an aid project in just 2-3 weeks at a cost of $10,000-$40,000 (even less if done as “an integral part of the appraisal process”). Essentially a consultant fills in a series of tables giving the project’s “short-term and long-term outcomes” across a range of (economic and non-economic) dimensions for each of various groups of identified “stakeholders,” as well as the project’s “transmission channels” through induced changes in prices, employment, transfers and so on. Virtually no indication is given to readers of just how difficult it is to make such assessments in a credible way, and what degree of confidence one can have in the results.
Increasingly evaluation does receive support beyond what is demanded by the immediate practitioners. There has been substantial growth in donor support for impact evaluations in recent years. Donor governments are being increasingly pressed by their citizens to show the impact of development aid, which has meant extra resources for financing impact evaluations. While the resources available do not always go to rigorous evaluative research, researchers have helped stimulate broader awareness of the problems faced when trying to do evaluations, including the age-old problem of identifying causal impacts. This has helped make donors less willing to fund weak proposals for evaluations that are unlikely to yield reliable knowledge about development effectiveness.

Nonetheless, what gets evaluated is still a modest fraction of what gets done on the ground in the name of development. More worrying though is that it is a decidedly non-random fraction. On top of the biases due to asymmetric information and myopia, external funding is almost entirely demand driven, and no less so now, even with the higher levels of funding. A self-selected sample of practitioners approaches the funding sources, often with researchers already in tow. This process is likely to favor projects and policies that are expected to have benefits by their advocates.

### III. Tools for Policy Making and Evaluation

Practitioners carry a set of tools—data, measures and models—to their project and policy dialogues with governments. Researchers can usefully assess those tools and help improve them. Are the data sound? Are the measures the most relevant ones to the specific policy problem? Are the assumptions both realistic and internally consistent?

The “policy rules” discussed above are examples of the tools that practitioners bring to policy dialogues, and researchers play an important role in continually questioning those rules. To give one example, policy-oriented discussions often assume that “better targeting” of direct interventions against poverty (such as cash transfer schemes) implies larger impacts on poverty or more cost-effective interventions for fighting poverty. The literature on the economics of targeting has warned against that assumption, but evidence has been scarce, and the lessons from the literature have often been ignored by practitioners.\(^3\) There appears to be much scope for critically assessing the measures and rules used by development practitioners.

Data are also undeniably important tools for practitioners. The bulk of the data that practitioners use is pre-existing; practitioners are typically drawing on public goods generated by prior data-collection efforts. So issues about incentives and financing are crucial to the production of policy-relevant data. Here again, the public good nature of data is an issue. Public access data will almost certainly be undersupplied by individuals working on their own.

---

\(^3\) In one case study, it was demonstrated that the standard measures of targeting performance used by practitioners are quite uninformative, or even deceptive, about the impacts on poverty, and cost-effectiveness in reducing poverty, of a large cash transfer program in China (Ravallion, 2007).
There are other reasons why we under-invest in the tools of evaluative research. Tool development often entails bridging gaps between theory and practice, including developing tools appropriate to practice. Such work is not typically valued highly in academia, where greater emphasis is given to theoretical and deeper methodological developments. At the same time, while tool development has received support from development aid agencies, higher priority tends to be given to efforts with more immediate bearing on specific policy issues. Efforts focused directly on tool development for practitioners are not academic enough by some perceptions, but too academic in the eyes of others, including those who provide funding.

While development data still remain weak, we can point to progress in some areas. Much of the data now used routinely are the products of past research projects, and it would seem very unlikely that any of these data would exist without strong initial public support, given the extent of the externalities problem. A number of the World Bank’s most successful data initiatives started as research projects. The Living Standards Measurement Study (LSMS) is one example (see http://www.worldbank.org/lsms/). This started in the Bank as a research project around 1980, with the aim of greatly improving household survey data in developing countries; the LSMS has now done over 80 large multi-purpose household surveys in 50 countries and has set the standard for survey data collection in developing countries. At a more macro level, international trade data and methods provide an important class of examples of global public goods in which tool development would be unlikely to happen if one relied solely on development practitioners at country level (both individual governments and the “country teams” of international agencies). Other examples include the various cross-country data bases that have been developed out of research projects aiming to assess country performance in both economic, political and social domains. The Bank’s global poverty monitoring effort that started as a small research project for a background paper to the 1990 World Development Report. The Bank’s Enterprise Surveys (formally known as Investment Climate Surveys) started in its research department, but were eventually mainstreamed in the relevant sectoral units. These are global public goods that would never have happened without initiatives by researchers and strong institutional support. Indeed, I doubt if there would have been any of this progress without strong institutional support—going well beyond the immediate needs of individual practitioners.

However, research could do more to help expand the tool kit routinely employed by policy makers and analysts in deciding what policies and programs to implement and how to assess their performance. Theoretical work often points to new tools, some more useful than others. Choosing wisely is important. Researchers can have great value to practitioners in demonstrating the usefulness of new analytic tools in real applications. Over the years, the Bank’s researchers have developed numerous software programs that have facilitated data analysis throughout the Bank and in client countries.

---

4 I focus here on World Bank examples; one could also mention other important example such as USAID’s Demographic and Health Surveys (http://www.measuredhs.com/) and RAND’s Family Life Surveys.
5 See World Bank (1990); the background paper was Ravallion et al. (1991).
6 See, for example, the “Poverty Analysis Toolkit” produced by the Bank’s research department (http://econ.worldbank.org/programs/poverty).
There is also much to be done in making data-collection efforts (including administrative data) more relevant as evaluative tools. There has been a longstanding need to develop better survey modules on program participation and access to public facilities. The design of routine surveys could also be more useful for evaluative research. For example, by allowing only partial rotation of samples at each survey round one can create longitudinal observations that can facilitate the construction of baseline observations for impact evaluations.\(^7\)

### IV. Making Evaluations More Useful for Practitioners

The archetypal formulation of the evaluation problem aims to estimate the average impact on those to which a specific program is assigned (the participants) by attempting to infer the counterfactual from those to which it is not assigned (non-participants). While this is an undeniably important and challenging problem, solving it is not sufficient for assuring that evaluation is relevant to development practice. The box outlines 10 steps toward making evaluation more relevant. It is acknowledged that there are some difficult problems ahead in following these steps, and that more research is needed; the main aim here is to point in useful directions for future work.

**Box 1: Ten Steps to Making Impact Evaluations More Relevant**

1. **Start with policy-relevant questions.** The question typically asked is: did the intervention have an impact? It is often important to also ask: why is the intervention needed and why should one expect it to have an impact? The most important questions may not even involve a specific intervention, but rather an issue relevant to the case for intervention; for example, how well do markets work in the absence of intervention? Be wary of constraining evaluative research to situations in which some researcher’s favorite method is feasible; this may well exclude important and pressing development questions.

2. **Take the ethical objections and political sensitivities seriously; policy makers do!** There can be ethical concerns with deliberately denying a program to those who need it and providing the program to some who do not; this applies to both experimental and non-experimental methods. For example, with too few resources to go around, randomization may be seen as a fair solution, possibly after conditioning on observables. However, the information available to the evaluator (for conditioning) is typically a partial subset of the information available “on the ground” (including to voters). The idea of “intention-to-treat” helps alleviate these concerns; one has a randomize assignment, but anyone is free to not participate. But even then, the “randomized out” group may include people in great need. All these issues must be discussed openly, and weighed against the (potentially large) longer-term welfare gains from better information for public decision making.

3. **Taking a comprehensive approach to the sources of bias.** Selection bias can stem from both observables and unobservables (to the evaluator), i.e., participants have latent attributes that yield higher/lower outcomes. Some economists have focused on the latter bias, ignoring enumerable other biases/problems in impact evaluation. Less than ideal methods have been used to control for observable heterogeneity including ad hoc models of outcomes. There is

\(^7\) For example, the evaluation by Galasso and Ravallion (2004) of the government’s safety net response to the macroeconomic crisis in Argentina exploited this property of the labor force survey; otherwise, no baseline data would have been possible given that one could not (of course) delay the intervention to collect baseline data.
some evidence that we have given too little attention to the problem of selection bias based on observables. In practice, we often find arbitrary preferences for one conditional independence assumption (exclusion restrictions) over another (conditional exogeneity). One cannot scientifically judge the appropriate assumptions/methods independently of the program, setting and data.

4. **Do a better job on spillover effects.** Classic impact evaluations assume that there are no impacts for non-participants, but this is unlikely to hold for many development projects. Spillover effects can stem from market responses (given that participants and non-participants trade in the same markets), the (non-market) behavior of participants/non-participants or the behavior of intervening agents (governmental/NGO). For example, aid projects often target local areas, assuming that the local government will not respond; yet if one village gets the project, the local government may well cut its spending on that village, and move to the control village. We will probably underestimate the impact of the project if we ignore such spillover effects.

5. **Take a sectoral approach.** Given that all development aid is to some extent fungible, you are not always evaluating what the extra public resources actually financed, but rather what the aid recipient chose to put forward. So the evaluation may be deceptive about the true impact of the external aid. A broader approach to evaluation is needed—looking at other activities in the sector and possibly beyond.

6. **Fully explore impact heterogeneity.** Impacts will vary with participant characteristics (including those not observed by the evaluator) and context. Participant heterogeneity implies the need for interaction effects in modeling impacts. There is also heterogeneity in unobserved determinants of impacts plus participant responses to these latent impact factors. This has implications for evaluation methods, project design and external validity of the results. Contextual heterogeneity is plausible in development settings. Local institutional factors can be important to development impact.

7. **Take “scaling up” seriously.** With scaling up one may find that the inputs change (entry effects: nature and composition of those who “sign up” changes with scale; migration responses), the intervention may also change (resource effects) and outcomes may change, such as due to lags in outcome responses, market responses (partial equilibrium assumptions are fine for a pilot but not when scaled up), social effects/political economy effects; early vs. late capture. The “scaled-up” program may be fundamentally different to the pilot. There has been too little work on external validity and scaling up.

8. **Understand what determines impact.** Replication across differing contexts can help, though the feasibility of spanning the relevant range of contexts is unclear. Intermediate indicators can help understand impacts as can qualitative research/mixed methods. It can be used to test the assumptions made in rationalizing an intervention. In understanding impact Step 9 is key:

9. **Don’t reject theory and structural modeling.** Standard evaluations are “black boxes”: they give policy effects in specific settings but not structural parameters (as relevant to other settings). Structural methods allow us to simulate changes in program design or setting. However, assumptions are needed; that is the role of theory.

10. **Develop capabilities for evaluation within developing countries.** Strive for a culture of evidence-based evaluation practice. Evaluation is often a natural addition to the roles of the government’s sample survey unit. Independence should already be in place; connectivity to other public agencies may be a bigger problem. Sometimes a private-sector evaluation capability will be required.

**Questions for evaluative research.** Evaluative research should not take the intervention as pre-determined, but must begin by probing the problem that a policy or project is addressing. Why is the intervention needed? How does it relate to overall
development goals, such as poverty reduction? What are the market, or governmental, failures it addresses? What are its distributional goals? What are the trade-offs with alternative (including existing) policies or programs? Researchers can often play an important role in addressing these questions. This involves more precise identification of the policy objectives (properly weighing gains across different sub-groups of a population, and different generations), the relevant constraints, which include resources, information, incentives and political economy constraints, and the causal links through which the specific intervention yields its expected outcomes.

This role for evaluative research in conceptualizing the case for intervention can be especially important when the capacity for development policy making is weak, or when it is captured by lobby groups, advocating narrow sectoral interests. The ex ante evaluative role for research can also be crucial when practitioners have overly strong priors about what needs to be done. Over time, some practitioners become experts at specific types of interventions, and some may even lobby for those interventions. The key questions about whether the intervention is appropriate in the specific setting may not even get asked.

Evaluators themselves can also become lobbyists for their favorite methods. While it may seem trivially true that one should start all evaluative research with interesting and important questions, far too often it is not the question that is driving the research agenda but a preference for certain types of data or certain methods; the question is then found that fits the methodology, not the other way round. Consider, for example, randomized experiments. These can be valuable in helping to identify the causal impacts of interventions; a purely random assignment of who participates (though rare in practice) eliminates the thorny problem of “selection bias” whereby those who chose to participate (or are chosen by the program) have different values of the relevant counterfactual outcomes to those who do not. However, it is often hard to convince a government to randomize a development program, which can be antithetical to its aims; for example, a program that aims to reduce poverty will (hopefully) focus on poor people, not some random sub-sample of people, some of whom are poor and some not. It can be hard to justify to the public why some people in obvious need are deliberately denied access to the program (to form the control group) in favor of some who don’t need it. Even when the randomization is done after allowing for purposive selection based on observables (“conditional randomization”), what is observable to the evaluator or government is typically only a sub-set of what is observable on the ground. Key stakeholders may see quite plainly that the program is being withheld from some people who need it while it is being given to some who do not.

Starting with the question, not the method, often points the researcher toward types of data and methods outside the domain traditionally favored by the researcher’s own disciplinary background. For example, some of the Bank’s research economists trying to understand persistent poverty and the impacts of antipoverty programs have been drawn into the theories and methods favored in other social sciences such as anthropology, sociology and social psychology; see, for example, the collection of papers in Rao and Walton (2004). Good researchers, like good detectives, assemble and interpret diverse forms of evidence in testing empirical claims.
As is now widely appreciated, evaluative research should assess impacts against explicit and relevant counterfactuals, such as the absence of the policy in question or some policy option. This requires sound evaluation designs, using good data and credible strategies for identifying causal impacts from those data—taking proper account of the likely sources of bias, such as when outcomes are only compared over time for program participants, or when participants and non-participants are compared at only one date. This is all about “internal validity,” which has been the main focus of researchers working on evaluations. This discussion will flag some issues that have received less attention and matter greatly to the impact of evaluative research.

The choice of counterfactual is one such issue. The classic evaluation focuses on counterfactual outcomes in the absence of the program. This counterfactual may fall well short of addressing the concerns of policy makers. The alternative of interest to policy makers is rarely to do nothing, but rather to spend the same resources on some other program (possibly a different version of the same program). A specific program may appear to perform well against the option of doing nothing, but poorly against some feasible alternative. For example, in an impact evaluation of a workfare program in India, Ravallion and Datt (1995) showed that the program substantially reduced poverty among the participants relative to the counterfactual of “no program,” but that once the costs of the program were factored in (including the foregone income of workfare participants), the alternative counterfactual of a uniform (un-targeted) allocation of the same budget outlay would have had more impact on poverty. Formally, the evaluation problem is essentially no different if some alternative program is the counterfactual; in principle we can repeat the analysis relative to the “do nothing counterfactual” for each possible alternative and compare them. But this is rare in practice.

Nor is it evident that the classic formulation of the impact evaluation problem yields the most relevant impact parameters. For example, there is often interest in better understanding the horizontal impacts of a program: the differences in impacts at a given level of counterfactual outcomes, as revealed by the joint distribution of outcomes under treatment and outcomes under the counterfactual. We cannot know this from a randomized evaluation, which only reveals net counterfactual mean outcomes for those treated. Instead of focusing solely on the net gains to the poor (say) we may ask how many losers there are among the poor, and how many gainers.

Counterfactual analysis of the joint distribution of outcomes over time is useful for understanding impacts on poverty dynamics. This approach is developed in Ravallion et al. (1995) for the purpose of measuring the impacts of changes in social spending on the inter-temporal joint distribution of income. Instead of only measuring the impact on poverty (the marginal distribution of income) the authors exploit panel data to distinguish impacts on the number of people who escape poverty over time (the “promotion” role of a safety net) from impacts on the number who fall into poverty (the “protection” role). Ravallion et al. apply this approach to an assessment of the impact on poverty transitions of reforms in Hungary’s social safety net.

Spillover effects. A further way in which the classic impact evaluation problem often needs to be adapted to the needs of practitioners concerns its assumption that
impacts for direct participants do not spillover to non-participants; only under this assumption can infer the counterfactual from an appropriate sample of the non-participants. Spillover effects are recognized as a concern in evaluating large public programs, for which contamination of the control group can be hard to avoid due to the responses of markets and governments, and in drawing lessons for scaling up based on randomized trials (Mofitt, 2003).

An example of spillover effects can be found in the Miguel and Kremer (2004) study of treatments for intestinal worms in children. The authors argue that a randomized design, in which some children are treated and some are retained as controls, would seriously underestimate the gains from treatment by ignoring the externalities between treated and “control” children. The design for the authors’ own evaluation avoided this problem by using mass treatment at the school level instead of individual treatment (using control schools at sufficient distance from treatment schools).

Spillover effects can also arise from the way markets respond to an intervention. Ravallion (2008) discusses the example of an Employment Guarantee Scheme (EGS) in which the government commits to give work to anyone who wants it at a stipulated wage rate; this was the aim of the famous EGS in the Indian state of Maharashtra and in 2006 the Government of India implemented a national version of this scheme. The attractions of an EGS as a safety net stem from the fact that access to the program is universal (anyone who wants help can get it) but that all participants must work to obtain benefits and at a wage rate that is considered low in the specific context. The universality of access means that the scheme can provide effective insurance against risk. The work requirement at a low wage rate is taken by proponents to imply that the scheme will be self-targeted to the income poor.

The EGS is an assigned program, in that there are well-defined “participants” and “non-participants.” And at first glance it might seem appropriate to collect data on both groups and compare their outcomes either by random assignment or after cleaning out observable heterogeneity. However, this classic evaluation design could give a severely biased result. The gains from such a program are very likely to spillover into the private labor market. If the employment guarantee is effective then the scheme will establish a firm lower bound to the entire wage distribution—assuming that no able-bodied worker would accept non-EGS work at any wage rate below the EGS wage. So even if one picks a perfect comparison group, one will conclude that the scheme has no impact, since wages will be the same for participants and non-participants. But that would entirely miss the impact, which could be large for both groups.

Spillover effects can also arise from the behavior of governments. Chen et al. (2007) find evidence of such spillover effects in their evaluation of a World Bank supported poor-area development program in rural China. When the program selected certain villages to participate, the local government withdrew some of its own spending on development projects in those villages, in favor of non-program villages—the same set of villages from which the comparison group was drawn. Ignoring these spillover effects generated a non-negligible underestimation of the impact of the program. Chen et
show how one can estimate the maximum bias due to the specific type of spillover effects that arises from local government spending responses to external development aid.

**Heterogeneity.** Practitioners should never be happy with an evaluation that assumes common (homogeneous) impact. The impact of an assigned intervention can vary across those receiving it. Even with a constant benefit level, eligibility criteria entail differential costs on participants. For example, the foregone labor earnings incurred by participants in workfare or conditional cash transfer schemes (via the loss of earnings from child labor) will vary according to skills and local labor-market conditions.

Recognizing the scope for heterogeneity in impacts and the role of contextual factors makes evaluative research more relevant to good policy making. For example, in their evaluation of a poor-area development program in rural China, Chen et al. (2007) found low overall impact, but considerable heterogeneity, in that different types of households benefited more than others. The policy implication is that choosing different beneficiaries would have greatly increased the project’s overall impact. By developing a deeper understanding of the heterogeneity of impacts researchers will be in a better position to assess the external validity of evaluation findings to other settings.

Heterogeneity of impacts in terms of observables is readily allowed for by adding interaction effects between the intervention and observables to one’s model of outcomes. With some extra effort, one can also allow for latent heterogeneity in the impacts of an intervention, using a random coefficients estimator in which the impact estimate contains a stochastic component. Applying this type of estimator to the evaluation data for PROGRESA (a conditional cash transfer program in Mexico), Djebbari and Smith (2005) found that they can convincingly reject the assumption of common (homogeneous) effects made by past evaluations of that program.

When there is such heterogeneity, one will often want to distinguish marginal impacts from average impacts. Following Björklund and Moffitt (1987), the marginal treatment effect can be defined as the mean gain to units that are indifferent between participating or not. This requires that we model explicitly the choice problem facing participants (Björklund and Moffitt, 1987; Heckman and Navarro-Lozano, 2004). We may also want to estimate the joint distribution of outcomes under treatment and outcomes under the counterfactual, and a method for doing so is outlined in Heckman et al. (1997).

**External validity.** Arguably the most important things to learn from any evaluation relate to its lessons for future policies (including possible reforms to actual interventions being evaluated). Although external validity is highly desirable for evaluative research, it can be hard to achieve. We naturally want research findings to have a degree of generalizability, so they can provide useful knowledge to guide practice in other settings. Thus empirical researchers need to focus on questions that tell us about why a policy or program has impact; I return to this question below. However, too often impact evaluations are a “black box”; under certain assumptions, they reveal average impacts among those who receive a program, but say little or nothing about the economic and social processes leading to that impact. And only by understanding those processes
can we draw valid lessons for scaling up, including expanding to other settings. Research
tests the theories that underlie the rationales for policy or program intervention can
thus be useful in practice.

When the policy issue is whether to expand a given program at the margin, the
classic estimator of mean-impact on the treated is actually of rather limited interest. For
example, we may want to know the marginal impact of a greater duration of exposure to
the program. An example can be found in the study by Ravallion et al. (2005) of the
impacts on workfare participants of leaving the program, relative to staying (recognizing
that this entails a non-random selection process). Another example can be found in the
study by Behrman et al. (2004) of the impacts on children’s cognitive skills and health
status of longer exposure to a preschool program in Bolivia. The authors provide an
estimate of the marginal impact of higher program duration by comparing the cumulative
effects of different durations using a matching estimator. In such cases, selection into the
program is not an issue, and we do not even need data on units who never participated.

Relatedly, sound evaluative research must recognize the importance of context
since this can be key to drawing valid lessons for other settings. Unless we understand the
role of context, the research will have weak external validity. Contextual factors include
the circumstances of participants, the cultural and political environment, and the
administrative context.

Given that we can expect in general that any intervention will have heterogeneous
impacts—some participants gain more than others—there are some serious concerns
about the external validity (generalizability) of randomized trials. The people who are
normally attracted to a program, taking account of the expected benefits and costs to
them personally, may differ systematically from the random sample of people who got
the trial. As already noted, not all sources of heterogeneity are observable, and
participants and stakeholders often react to factors unobserved by the researcher,
confounding efforts to identify true impacts using standard methods, including
randomized experiments; for further discussion see Heckman et al. (2006).

External validity concerns about impact evaluations can also arise when certain
institutions need to be present to even facilitate the evaluations. For example, when
randomized trials are tied to the activities of specific Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) as the facilitators, there is a concern that the same intervention at national scale
may have a very different impact in places without the NGO. Making sure that the
control group areas also have the NGO can help, but even then we cannot rule out
interaction effects between the NGO’s activities and the intervention. In other words, the
effect of the NGO may not be “additive” but “multiplicative,” such that the difference
between measured outcomes for the treatment and control groups does not reveal the
impact in the absence of the NGO. Furthermore, the very nature of the intervention may
change when it is implemented by a government rather than an NGO. This may happen
because of unavoidable differences in (inter alia) the quality of supervision, the
incentives facing service providers, and administrative capacity.
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8 This is sometimes called “randomization bias”; see Heckman and Smith (1995). Also see Moffitt (2004).
A further external validity concern is that, while partial equilibrium assumptions may be fine for a pilot, general equilibrium effects (sometimes called “feedback” or “macro” effects) can be important when the pilot is scaled up nationally. For example, an estimate of the impact on schooling of a tuition subsidy based on a randomized trial (such as for Mexico’s PROGRESA program) may be deceptive when scaled up, given that the structure of returns to schooling will alter. Heckman et al., (1998) demonstrate that partial equilibrium analysis can greatly overestimate the impact of a tuition subsidy once relative wages adjust, although Lee (2005) finds a much smaller difference between the general and partial equilibrium effects of a tuition subsidy in a slightly different model.

A special case of the general problem of external validity is scaling up. There are many things that can change when a pilot program is scaled up: the inputs to the intervention can change, the outcomes can change, and the intervention can change; Moffitt (2006) gives examples in the context of education programs. The realized impacts on scaling up can differ from the trial results (whether randomized or not) because the socio-economic composition of program participation varies with scale. Ravallion (2004) discusses how this can happen in theory, and presents results from a series of country case studies, all of which suggest that the incidence of program benefits becomes more pro-poor with scaling up. Trial results could over or under estimate impacts on scaling up. Larger projects may be more susceptible to rent seeking or corruption (as Deaton, 2006, suggests); alternatively, the political economy may entail that the initial benefits tend to be captured more by the non-poor (Lanjouw and Ravallion, 1999).

Evaluative research should regularly test the assumptions made in operational work. Even field-hardened practitioners do what they do on the basis of some implicit model of how the world works, which rationalizes what they do, and how their development project is expected to have impact. Existing methods of rapid ex ante impact assessment evidently also rely heavily on the models held by practitioners. Researchers can perform a valuable role in helping to make those models explicit and (where possible) helping to assess their veracity.

A case in point is the assumption routinely made by both project staff and evaluators that the donor’s money is actually financing what recipients claim it is financing. Research has pointed to a degree of fungibility in development aid. Donors probably do not fund exactly what aid recipients claim they have funded, although there is some evidence that external aid sticks to its sector; see van de Walle and Mu (2007). The existence of fungibility and flypaper effects points to the need for a broader sectoral approach in efforts to evaluate the impacts of development aid.

V. Understanding Impact

The above discussion points to the need to supplement standard evaluation tools by other sources of information that can throw light on the factors that influence the measured outcomes. That can be crucial for drawing useful policy lessons from the evaluation, including lessons for redesigning a program and scaling it up (including implementation in different settings). The relevant factors relate to both the participants
(such as understanding program take-up decisions and how the outcomes are influenced by participants’ characteristics) and program context (such as understanding how the quantity/quality of service provision affects outcomes and the role of local institutions in influencing outcomes).

An obvious approach to understanding what factors influence a program’s performance is to repeat it across different types of participants and in different contexts. Duflo and Kremer (2005) and Banerjee (2007) have argued that repeated randomized trials across varying contexts and scales should be used to decide what works and what does not in development aid; Banerjee goes so far as to argue that projects should only be funded when they have had positive results in experimental trials in the relevant settings. Even putting aside the aforementioned problems of social experiments, the feasibility of doing a sufficient number of trials—sufficient to span the relevant domain of variation found in reality for a given program, as well as across the range of policy options—is far from clear. The scale of the randomized trials needed to test even one large national program could well be prohibitive.

Even if one cannot go as far as Banerjee would like, evaluation designs should plan for contextual variation. Important clues to understanding impacts can often be found in the geographic differences in impacts. These can stem from geographic differences in relevant population characteristics or from deeper location effects, such as agro-climatic differences and differences in local institutions (such as local “social capital” or the effectiveness of local public agencies). An example can be found in the study by Galasso and Ravallion in which the targeting performance of Bangladesh’s Food-for-Education program was assessed across each of 100 villages in Bangladesh and the results were correlated with characteristics of those villages. The authors found that the revealed differences in performance were partly explicable in terms of observable village characteristics, such as the extent of intra-village inequality (with more unequal villages being less effective in reaching their poor through the program). Failure to allow for such location differences has been identified as a serious weakness in past evaluations; see for example the comments by Moffitt (2003) on trials of welfare reforms in the US.

The literature suggests that location is a key dimension of context. An implication is that it is less problematic to scale-up from a pilot within the same geographic setting (with a given set of relevant institutions) than to extrapolate the trial to a different setting. In one of the few attempts to test how well evaluation results from one location can be extrapolated to another location, Attanasio et al. (2003) divided the seven states of Mexico in which the PROGRESA evaluation was done into two groups. They found that results from one group had poor predictive power for assessing likely impacts in the other group. Again, the ability to understand location effects on program performance is key to the implications for scaling up.

Useful clues for understanding impacts can sometimes be found by studying what can be called “intermediate” outcome measures. The typical evaluation design identifies a small number of “final outcome” indicators, and aims to assess the program’s impact on those indicators. Instead of using only final outcome indicators, one may choose to also
study impacts on certain intermediate indicators of behavior. For example, the inter-
temporal behavioral responses of participants in anti-poverty programs are of obvious 
relevance to understanding their impacts. An impact evaluation of a program of 
compensatory cash transfers to Mexican farmers found that the transfers were partly 
invested, with second-round effects on future incomes (Sadoulet et al., 2001). Similarly, 
Ravallion and Chen (2005) found that participants in a poor-area development program in 
China saved a large share of the income gains from the program. Identifying responses 
through savings and investment provides a clue to understanding current impacts on 
living standards and the possible future welfare gains beyond the project’s current life 
span. Instead of focusing solely on the agreed welfare indicator relevant to the program’s 
goals, one collects and analyzes data on a potentially wide range of intermediate 
indicators relevant to understanding the processes determining impacts.

This also illustrates a common concern in evaluation studies, given behavioral 
responses, namely that the study period is rarely much longer than the period of the 
program’s disbursements. However, a share of the impact on peoples’ living standards 
will usually occur beyond the disbursement period. This does not necessarily mean that 
credible evaluations will need to track welfare impacts over much longer periods than is 
typically the case—raising concerns about feasibility. But it does suggest that evaluations 
need to look carefully at impacts on partial intermediate indicators of longer-term impacts 
even when good measures of the welfare objective are available within the project cycle. 
The choice of such indicators will need to be informed by an understanding of 
participants’ behavioral responses to the program. That understanding will be informed 
by economic theory and data.

In learning from an evaluation, one often needs to draw on information external to 
the evaluation. Qualitative research (intensive interviews with participants and 
administrators) can be a useful source of information on the underlying processes 
offseting outcomes. One approach is to use such methods to test the assumptions 
made by an intervention; this has been called “theory-based evaluation,” although that is 
hardly an ideal term given that non-experimental identification strategies for mean 
impacts are often theory-based. Weiss (2001) illustrates this approach in the abstract in 
the context of evaluating the impacts of community-based anti-poverty programs. An 
example is found in a World Bank evaluation of social funds (SFs), as summarized in 
Carvalho and White (2004). While the overall aim of a SF is typically to reduce poverty, 
the study was interested in seeing whether SFs worked as intended by their designers. For 
example, did local communities participate? Who participated? Was there “capture” of 
the SF by local elites (as some critics have argued)? Building on Weiss (2001), the 
evaluation identified a series of key hypothesized links connecting the intervention to 
outcomes and tested whether each one worked. For example, in one of the country 
studies, Rao and Ibanez (2005) tested the assumption that a SF works by local 
communities collectively proposing the sub-projects that they want; for a SF in Jamaica, 
the authors found that the process was often dominated by local elites.
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9 See the discussion on “mixed methods” in Rao and Woolcock (2003).
In practice, it is very unlikely that all the relevant assumptions are testable (including alternative assumptions made by different theories that might yield similar impacts). Nor is it clear that the process determining the impact of a program can always be decomposed into a neat series of testable links within a unique causal chain; there may be more complex forms of interaction and simultaneity that do not lend themselves to this type of analysis. For these reasons, theory-based evaluation cannot be considered an alternative to assessing impacts on final outcomes by credible (experimental or non-experimental) methods, although it can still be a useful complement to such evaluations, to better understanding measured impacts.

Project monitoring data bases are an important, under-utilized, source of information for understanding how a program works. Too often, however, the project monitoring data and the information system have negligible evaluative content. This is not inevitably the case. For example, Ravallion’s (2000) method of combining spending maps with poverty maps can allow rapid assessments of the targeting performance of a decentralized anti-poverty program. This illustrates how, at modest cost, standard monitoring data can be made more useful for providing information on how the program is working and in a way that provides sufficiently rapid feedback to a project to allow corrections along the way.

The Proempleo experiment in Argentina provides an example of how information external to the evaluation can carry important insights into external validity. Proempleo was a pilot wage subsidy and training program for unemployed workers. The program’s evaluation by Galasso et al. (2004) randomly assigned vouchers for a wage subsidy across (typically poor) people currently in a workfare program and tracked their subsequent success in getting regular work. A randomized control group located the counterfactual. The results did indicate a significant impact of the wage-subsidy voucher on employment. But when cross-checks were made against central administrative data, supplemented by informal interviews with the hiring firms, it was found that there was very low take-up of the wage subsidy by firms. The scheme was highly cost effective; the government saved 5% of its workfare wage bill for an outlay on subsidies that represented only 10% of that saving. However, the cross-checks against other data revealed that Proempleo did not work the way its design had intended. The bulk of the gain in employment for participants was not through higher demand for their labor induced by the wage subsidy. Rather the impact arose from supply side effects; the voucher had credential value to workers – it acted like a “letter of introduction” that few people had (and how it was allocated was a secret locally). This could not be revealed by the evaluation, but required supplementary data. The extra insight obtained about how Proempleo actually worked in the context of its trial setting also carried implications for scaling up, which put emphasis on providing better information for poor workers about how to get a job rather than providing wage subsidies.

Spillover effects also point to the importance of a deeper understanding of how a program operates. Indirect (or “second-round”) impacts on non-participants are common. A workfare program may lead to higher earnings for non-participants. Or a road improvement project in one area might improve accessibility elsewhere. Depending on how important these indirect effects are thought to be in the specific application, the
“program” may need to be redefined to embrace the spillover effects. Or one might need to combine the type of evaluation discussed here with other tools, such as a model of the labor market to pick up other benefits.

An extreme form of a spillover effect is an economy-wide program. The classic evaluation tools for assigned programs have little obvious role for economy-wide programs in which no explicit assignment process is evident, or if it is, the spillover effects are likely to be pervasive. When some countries get the economy-wide program but some do not, cross-country comparative work (such as growth regressions) can reveal impacts. That identification task is often difficult, because there are typically latent factors at country level that simultaneously influence outcomes and whether a country adopts the policy in question. And even when the identification strategy is accepted, carrying the generalized lessons from cross-country regressions to inform policy-making in any one country can be highly problematic. There are also a number of promising examples of how simulation tools for economy-wide policies such as Computable General Equilibrium models can be combined with household-level survey data to assess impacts on poverty and inequality. These simulation methods make it far easier to attribute impacts to the policy change, although this advantage comes at the cost of the need to make many more assumptions about how the economy works.

In both assessing impacts and understanding the reasons for those impacts, there appears to be scope for a “meso” level analysis in which theory is used to inform empirical analysis of what would appear to be the key mechanisms linking an intervention to its outcomes, and this is done in a way that identifies key structural parameters that can be taken as fixed when estimating counterfactual outcomes. This type of approach can provide deeper insights into the factors determining outcomes in ex post evaluations and can also help in simulating the likely impacts of changes in program or policy design ex ante.

Naturally, simulations require many more assumptions about how an economy works. As far as possible one would like to see those assumptions anchored to past knowledge built up from rigorous ex post evaluations. For example, by combining a randomized evaluation design with a structural model of education choices and exploiting the randomized design for identification, one can greatly expand the set of policy-relevant questions about the design of a program such as PROGRESA that a conventional evaluation can answer (Todd and Wolpin, 2002; Attanasio et al., 2004, and de Janvry and Sadoulet, 2006). This strand of the literature has revealed that a budget-neutral switch of the enrolment subsidy from primary to secondary school would have delivered a net gain in school attainments, by increasing the proportion of children who continue onto secondary school. While PROGRESA had an impact on schooling, it could have had a larger impact. However, it should be recalled that this type of program has two objectives: increasing schooling (reducing future poverty) and reducing current poverty, through the targeted transfers. To the extent that refocusing the subsidies on secondary schooling would reduce the impact on current income poverty (by increasing the forgone
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10 See, for example, Bourguignon et al. (2003) and Chen and Ravallion (2004).
11 For a useful overview of ex ante methods see Bourguignon and Ferreira (2003).
income from children’s employment), the case for this change in the program’s design would need further analysis.

These observations point to the important role played by theory in understanding why a program may or may not have impact. However, the theoretical models found in the evaluation literature are not always the most relevant to developing country settings. The models have stemmed mainly from the literature on evaluating training and other programs in developed countries, in which selection is seen largely as a matter of individual choice amongst those eligible. This approach does not sit easily with what we know about many anti-poverty programs in developing countries, in which the choices made by politicians and administrators appear to be at least as important to the selection process as the choices made by those eligible to participate. We often need a richer theoretical characterization of the selection problem to assure relevance. An example of one effort in this direction can be found in the Galasso and Ravallion (2005) model of a decentralized anti-poverty program; their model focuses on the public-choice problem facing the central government and the local collective action problem facing communities, with individual participation choices treated as a trivial sub-problem. Such models can also point to instrumental variables for identifying impacts and studying their heterogeneity.

An example of the use of a more structural approach to assessing an economy-wide reform can be found in Ravallion and van de Walle (2008). Here the policy being studied was the de-collectivization of agriculture in Vietnam, and subsequent efforts to develop a private market in land-use rights. These were huge reforms, affecting the livelihoods of the vast majority of the Vietnamese people. Ravallion and van de Walle develop a set of economic and political economy models that aim to explain how farmland was allocated to individual farmers at the time of de-collectivization, how those allocations affected living standards, and how the subsequent re-allocations of land amongst farmers (that were permitted by the subsequent agrarian reforms) responded to the inefficiencies left by the initial administrative assignment of land at the time of de-collectivization. Naturally, many more assumptions need to be made about how the economy works—essentially to make up for the fact that one cannot observe non-participants in these reforms as a clue to the counterfactual. Not all of the assumptions needed are testable. However, the principle of evaluation is the same, namely to infer the impacts of these reforms relative to explicit counterfactuals. For example, Ravallion and van de Walle assess the welfare impacts of the privatization of land-use rights against both an efficiency counterfactual (the simulated competitive market allocation) and an equity counterfactual (an equal allocation of quality-adjusted land within communes). This type of approach can also throw light on the heterogeneity of the welfare impacts of large reforms; in the Vietnam case, the authors were able to assess both the overall impacts on poverty (which were positive) and identify the presence of both losers and gainers, including among the poor.
VI. Publication Biases

The benefits from evaluative research depend on its publication. Development policy-making draws on accumulated knowledge built up in large part from published research findings. In addition to the contribution to shared knowledge through proper documentation and dissemination, publication has other benefits. It is an important screening and disciplining device for researchers; publishing in refereed professional journals helps establish a researcher’s credibility (although one should never assume that publishing in even the most “prestigious” journals is a perfect indicator of research quality, given the mistakes made in editorial processes). Publishing also helps an institution’s research department attract and keep the best researchers. Thus publication processes—notably the incentives facing journal editors and reviewers, researchers, and those who fund research—are relevant to our success in achieving development goals.

There are reasons for questioning how well the research publication process performs in helping to realize the social benefits from research. Three issues stand out. First, the cost of completing the publication stage in the cycle of research can be significant and it is hard to reduce these costs; writing the paper the right way, documenting everything that was done, addressing the concerns of referees and editors, all take time. Practitioners are often unwilling to fund these costs, and even question the need for publication. Again a large share of the benefits is external, to which individual practitioners naturally attach low weight.

Second, received wisdom develops its own inertia, through the publication process, with the result that it is often harder to publish a paper that reports unexpected or ambiguous impacts, when judged against current theories and/or past evidence. Reviewers and editors almost certainly apply different standards in according to whether they believe the results on *a priori* grounds. In the context of evaluating development projects, the prior belief is that the project will have positive impacts, for that is presumably the main reason why the project was funded in the first place. Then a bias toward confirming prior beliefs will mean that our knowledge is biased in favor of finding positive impacts. Negative or non-impact s will not get reported as easily. When there is a history of research on a type of intervention, the results of the early studies will set the priors against which later work is judged. An initial bad draw from the true distribution of impacts may then distort knowledge for some time after.

A third source of bias is that the review process in scientific publishing (at least in economics) tends to put greater emphasis on the internal validity of an evaluative research paper than on its external validity. The bulk of the effort goes into establishing that valid inferences are being drawn about causal impacts within the sample of program participants. The authors may offer some concluding (and possibly highly cautious) thoughts on the broader implications for scaling up the program well beyond that sample. However, these claims will rarely be established with comparable rigor to the efforts put into establishing internal validity, and the claims will rarely be challenged by reviewers.
These imperfections in the research publication industry undoubtedly have feedback effects on the production of evaluative research. Researchers will tend to work harder to obtain positive findings, or at least results consistent with received wisdom, so as to improve their chances of getting their work published. No doubt, extreme biases (in either direction) will be eventually exposed. But this takes time.

Researchers have no shortage of instruments at their disposal to respond to the (often distorted) incentives generated by professional publication processes. Key decisions on what to report, and indeed the topic of the research paper, naturally lie with the individual researcher, who must write the paper and get it published. In the case of impact evaluations of development projects, the survey data (often collected for the purpose of the evaluation) will typically include multiple indicators of “outcomes.” If one collects 20 indicators (say) then there is a good chance that at least one of them shows statistically significant impacts of the project even when it had no impact in reality. A researcher keen to get published might be tempted to report results solely for the significant indicator. (Journal reviewers and editors rarely ask what other data were collected.) The dangers to knowledge generation are plain.

The threat of replication by another researcher can help assure better behavior. But in economics, replication studies tend to have low status and are actually quite rare. Nor do researchers have a strong incentive to make their data publicly available for replication purposes. Some professional economics journals have adopted a policy that data sets should be made available this way, although enforcement does not appear to be strong.

In choosing how to respond to this environment, individual researchers face a trade-off between publishability and relevance. Thankfully, the fact of being policy relevant is not in itself an impediment to publishability in most journals, though any research paper that lacks originality, rigor or depth will have a hard time getting published. It is by maintaining the highest standards that we assure that relevant research is publishable, as well as being credible when carried to policy dialogues. However, it must be acknowledged that the set of research questions that are most relevant to development policy overlap only partially with the set of questions that are seen to be in vogue by the editors of the professional journals, at any given time. The dominance of academia in the respected publishing outlets is understandable, but it can sometimes make it harder for researchers doing work more relevant to development practitioners, even when that work meets the standards of more academic research. Academic research draws its motivation from academic concerns that overlap imperfectly with the issues that matter to development practitioners. Provided that scholarly rigor is maintained, the cost to a researcher’s published output of doing policy relevant research might not be high, but it would be naïve to think that the cost is zero.

Communication and dissemination of the published findings from evaluative research can also be deficient. Researchers sometimes lack the skills or personalities needed for effective communication with non-technical audiences. Having worked very hard to assure that the data and analysis are sound, and so pass muster by accepted scientific criteria, it does not come easily for all researchers to translate the results into
just a few key policy messages, which do not seem to do justice to all the work involved. The externality problem can also arise here, whereby social returns from outreach exceed private returns. A research institution will often need to support its researchers with specialized staff, with strong communication skills.

Conclusions

Knowledge externalities entail that we probably under-invest in evaluative research. This problem appears to be particularly severe for certain types of research activities, notably evaluations of development interventions that yield benefits over long periods and for efforts in the production of relevant data and other tools for improving development practice. The process of knowledge generation through evaluations is probably also affected by biases on the publication side, which distort the incentives facing individual researchers in producing evaluative research.

None of this is helped by the fact that the favored approaches of evaluators often fall well short of delivering credible answers to the questions posed by practitioners. On the one hand, exaggerated claims are sometimes made about what can be learnt about development effectiveness in a short time with little or no credible data. On the other hand, the more inferentially sound (and costly) methods have focused on a rather narrow subset of the questions relevant to practitioners.

Effort is needed to develop approaches to evaluation that can throw more useful light on the external validity of findings on specific projects (including implications for scaling up) and can provide a deeper understanding of what determines why an intervention does, or does not, have impact. There is still much to do if we want to realize the potential for evaluative research to inform development policy by “seeking truth from facts.”
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